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INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as written on your
registration form, and DO NOT write your names and index number on additional
answer sheets of paper if provided.

2. Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.

3. There are ten (10) questions in this paper, attempt any four (41 questions of
your choice.

.- 4. Each question carries 25 marks.

5. All history questions should be answered in an essay form.

5. Use blue or black pen only.
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ATTEMPT Alrr FOUR QUESTIONS.

1. How different were the features of a centralized kingdom from a

segimentary society in pre-coronial Africa ? (25 marks|

2. Discuss the reasons for the disintegration of the Zulukingdom and

show the consequences of its collapse. "' (25 ma*sf

3. Examine factors that facilitated the spread of Islam in West Africa. (25 marks!

4. IdentiSr problems which were encountered in transition from slave trade ' ,-,'-

to legitimate trade in West Africa. (25 marksf

5. "Mfecane invasion was a turning point in the history of East and

(25 marks!Central Africa". Discuss.

6. Examine the significance of 1884-1885 Berlin conference in the scramble

and partition of Africa. (25 marks|

7. Examine the causes of Fashoda crisis.

8. To what extent were the missionaries responsible for the colon ization

of Africa? '

(25 marks|

9. Assess the impact of the Vereenigning treaty of l9O2 on the people of

South Africa.

10. Why do you think the Rwanda colonial administration participated in

the Second World War against Germany and how did this war benefit"

Africans and Rwandans in particular?
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